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Seventh Circuit Deepens Circuit Split Over FCA Dismissal 
Authority  
The Seventh Circuit has created a third standard for evaluating motions to dismiss 
pursuant to the government’s FCA dismissal authority.  
The US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit’s August 17, 2020, opinion in United States ex rel. 
CIMZNHCA, LLC v. UCB, Inc.1 (CIMZNHCA) outlines a new standard for evaluating government motions 
to dismiss False Claims Act (FCA) cases over relator objections. This case is one of several in which the 
US Department of Justice (DOJ) has moved to dismiss qui tam actions since the issuance of the so-called 
Granston Memo in January 2018.  

Virtually all of the cases have been evaluated under one of two standards: (1) The D.C. Circuit’s 
deferential Swift v. United States standard, which provides the government “an unfettered right” to 
dismiss a qui tam action,2 or (2) the Ninth Circuit’s more stringent United States ex rel. Sequoia Orange 
Co. v. Baird-Neece Packing Corp. test, requiring the government to identify a “valid government purpose” 
that is rationally related to dismissal.3  

CIMZNHCA provides yet a third test. Fortunately for the government and FCA defendants, the Seventh 
Circuit’s test “lies much nearer to Swift than Sequoia Orange.”4 In a lengthy opinion, the Seventh Circuit 
held that Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)’s standard for voluntary dismissals applies to Section 
3730(c)(2)(A) dismissals — a standard that is particularly lenient when the dismissal motion is filed prior 
to the defendant’s filing of an answer or summary judgment motion. Additionally, the government must 
show “good cause” for intervening in the suit if the motion is filed after the government initially declined to 
intervene.  

The Government’s Dismissal Authority Pursuant to the FCA 
The vast majority of FCA cases are filed by individuals, or relators on behalf of the US government, and 
known as qui tam actions.5 The FCA provides the government the right to dismiss a qui tam action 
notwithstanding the objections of the relator provided the relator is given notice and an opportunity to be 
heard.6 Before 2018, the government rarely exercised its dismissal authority under the FCA to dismiss 
qui tam actions. This changed in January 2018, when Michael D. Granston, director of the Commercial 
Litigation Branch of DOJ’s Fraud Section, issued an internal memorandum encouraging DOJ attorneys to 
consider exercising the government’s long-underused authority to dismiss FCA qui tam cases that “lack 
substantial merit.”7 (See Latham’s Client Alert Government Gatekeeper? DOJ Memo Encourages 
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Dismissal of Meritless False Claims Act Cases.) The memorandum’s substance is now incorporated in 
the DOJ Justice Manual,8 and DOJ leadership has continued to beat the dismissal drum.9  

In the two-and-a-half years since the Granston Memo was issued, DOJ has sought dismissal in 
approximately 50 cases, and has been largely successful in obtaining dismissal.10 The US District Court 
for the Southern District of Illinois’ decision in United States ex rel. CIMZNHCA, LLC v. UCB, Inc., No. 17-
CV-765-SMY-MAB, 2019 WL 1598109 (S.D. Ill. Apr. 15, 2019) marked one of two times a court has
denied DOJ’s request for dismissal since the Granston Memo.11

The Seventh Circuit Articulates a New Standard 
Relator CIMZNHCA, LLC, a litigation funding company,12 filed a complaint alleging that pharmaceutical 
companies paid kickbacks to physicians for prescribing and recommending products to patients who were 
insured under federal healthcare programs. The government declined to intervene and then moved to 
dismiss pursuant to Section 3730(c)(2)(A). The US District Court for the Southern District of Illinois denied 
DOJ’s motion to dismiss, citing Sequoia Orange and finding that DOJ’s decision to dismiss was “not 
rationally related to a valid governmental purpose.”13 DOJ appealed the denial to the Seventh Circuit.  

The Seventh Circuit reversed and remanded the lower court’s decision and recommended dismissal. In 
so doing, the court rejected the more stringent Sequoia Orange test adopted by the district court, but also 
refused to adopt the deferential Swift test the government has long advocated. The court stated 
repeatedly that “the choice between the competing standards [i]s a false one.”14 

The Seventh Circuit instead articulated a new test, treating a motion to dismiss as necessarily including a 
motion to intervene and applying the voluntary dismissal standard set forth in Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 41(a). 

1. Government Intervention Is Required to Exercise Its Dismissal Authority
The Seventh Circuit first tackled whether it had jurisdiction to hear the appeal, as denials of motions to
dismiss are not final judgments under 12 U.S.C. § 1292. Indeed, earlier this month the Ninth Circuit
denied a similar government appeal on jurisdictional grounds.15

Contrary to the weight of authority in other circuits,16 the Seventh Circuit held that the government must 
intervene before seeking to dismiss a lawsuit.17 The Seventh Circuit “treat[ed] the government’s motion to 
dismiss as a motion both to intervene and then to dismiss under § 3730(c)(3) because intervention was in 
substance what the government sought and in form what the False Claims Act requires.”18 Requiring 
intervention to dismiss is significant because, if DOJ initially declines to intervene, it can only intervene 
later for “good cause.”19 The court treated intervention as subsumed in the government’s motion to 
dismiss and held that it therefore had “jurisdiction over the appeal of what amounted to an order denying 
a motion to intervene.”20  

2. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a) Voluntary Dismissal Standard Applies
On the merits, the Seventh Circuit held that the appropriate standard for evaluating DOJ’s dismissal
request is found in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a) and that the government must demonstrate
“good cause” to intervene when it files a dismissal motion after initially declining to intervene.

Rule 41(a) governs plaintiffs’ ability to dismiss a civil action. Rule 41(a)(1) “provides that ‘the plaintiff may 
dismiss an action’ by serving a notice of dismissal any time ‘before the opposing party serves either an 
answer or a motion for summary judgment.’”21 The court emphasized Rule 41(a)(1)’s low threshold, noting 
that a plaintiff does not “need a good reason, or even a sane or any reason” to seek dismissal under Rule 
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41(a)(1) and that “the notice is self-executing and case-terminating.”22 Thus, when DOJ intervenes and 
files a motion to dismiss before the defendant has answered or moved for summary judgment, the right to 
dismiss is “absolute.”23 “In other words, once a valid Rule 41(a)(1) notice has been served, ‘the case [is] 
gone; no action remain[s] for the district judge to take.’”24 If the litigation has progressed beyond the filing 
of an answer or summary judgment motion, Rule 42(a)(2) applies, providing slightly greater constraints on 
the ability to dismiss. Under Rule 42(a)(2), “an action may be dismissed at the plaintiff’s request only by 
court order, on terms that the court considers proper.”25 Finally, the court relegated the need to 
demonstrate “good cause” to intervene, where applicable, as an afterthought that is easily satisfied in light 
of Rule 41(a)’s “unrestricted substantive right” to dismiss.26  

As to the language in Section 3730(c)(2)(A) providing a relator notice and opportunity for a hearing on the 
motion, the Seventh Circuit agreed with the lower court in rejecting Swift’s rationale that “the function of a 
hearing when the relator requests one is simply to give the relator a formal opportunity to convince the 
government not to end the case.”27 The court similarly rejected Sequoia Orange’s reliance on the hearing 
guarantee as requiring a two-step rationale test.28 The court once again took a middle-of-the-road 
approach, holding that while “the court is not called upon to serve as a mere convening authority,” such 
hearings will be of value only in “exceptional cases.”29 The relator here, according to the court, was 
afforded the hearing that due process required, but “simply had no substantive case to make at the 
hearing.”30   

Conclusion  
On balance, the Seventh Circuit’s opinion reversing the district court’s order and applying the Rule 41(a) 
standard to dismissal requests is favorable for the government and FCA defendants. The court squarely 
rejected the Ninth Circuit’s Sequoia Orange two-step test, explaining in detail the lack of statutory support 
for any reasonableness review of the government’s decision.  

Until the US Supreme Court weighs in to resolve the now-three-way Circuit split on this issue (which it 
recently declined to do),31 the government and FCA defendants must keep in mind the relevant circuit’s 
case law when evaluating the likelihood of dismissal. In the Seventh Circuit, dismissing the case as early 
as possible has distinct advantages. The CIMZNHCA opinion suggests that the government’s ability to 
dismiss a case over the objection of a relator early in the case is largely unfettered, subject only to the 
“bare rationality” standard of substantive due process. Should the government wait until the defendant 
has filed an answer or summary judgment motion, it must satisfy a higher standard and put forth “proper” 
grounds for dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(2).  

FCA defendants should monitor developments in this area closely, as at least one additional appeal of a 
Section 3730(c)(2)(A) dismissal order remains pending,32 and Senator Grassley continues to advocate 
legislative changes to curb DOJ’s dismissal authority.33 
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23 Id. (citation omitted). 
24 Id. at 24 (quoting Smith v. Potter, 513 F.3d 781, 782–83 (7th Cir. 2008)). 
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